Figure 10: Streetscape Enlargement - Location A

Legend
- Municipal Boundary Line
- Parkway Trees (existing parkway is wide enough for street trees and sidewalk)
- Median Trees (existing turn lane converted to planted median)
- Bike Lane
- Continuous Sidewalk

Signalized intersection and pedestrian crosswalk

Scale: 1’=100’
Figure 11: Streetscape Enlargement - Location B
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Legend
- Municipal Boundary Line
- Parkway Trees (existing parkway is wide enough for street trees and sidewalk)
- Parkway Trees (existing parkway requires more depth for street trees and sidewalk)
- Median Trees (existing turn lane converted to planted median)
- Bike Lane
- Continuous Sidewalk

Scale: 1"=133'

Potential connection to existing Park Ridge bike routes

Signalized pedestrian crosswalk

Enhanced pedestrian connection to signalized pedestrian crosswalk

CTA entrance/exit